Research reproducibility has become a hot topic among academics in the last few years. With organizations such as Retraction Watch cataloging retractions of peer-reviewed literature, replication studies finding many research outcomes to not be reproducible [1, 2] and journals signing on to transparency polices [3, 4], strategies to address these topics have been at the forefront of much academic discussion. In response, many libraries are beginning to evaluate what role they may play in improving the reproducibility of the research conducted on their campuses. Though still mostly in the exploratory phase, this interest by libraries has, in many ways, resembled the growth of research data management services. What follows is an analysis of the current state of research data and research reproducibility movements in libraries, focusing on the catalysts for services, library-staffing strategies and services provided.

Catalysts for Change

In the years before the National Science Foundation (NSF) released its data management plan (DMP) requirement, libraries and library organizations were building socio-technical infrastructure for data management services, and more broadly, E-Science support, in the information science profession. Major professional organizations, such as the Association for Information Science and Technology (ASIS&T), the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) and the American Library Association (ALA) established initiatives focused on this topic [5]. Ideologically, studies have argued, data management is similar to information management and is something libraries and librarians know much about [6, 7]. Thus, when the NSF announced the DMP requirement in 2010, university libraries took it upon themselves to develop services to support their researchers in this area.

In contrast, the federal funding requirements for reproducibility are spread across numerous notices and guidelines. One notice released in October 2015 by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) updated proposal instructions and review language under the Implementing Rigor and Transparency in NIH & AHRQ Research Grant...
Applications notice. In brief, the updates ask faculty to describe the experimental design and methods proposed in the research strategy section of the proposal and to indicate how they will achieve robust and unbiased results. In complying with this requirement, the researcher establishes a trail of verifiability, which may be considered a step towards reproducibility. In December 2015, the NIH and AHRQ released Advance Notice of Coming Requirements for Formal Instruction in Rigorous Experimental Design and Transparency to Enhance Reproducibility. This notice, effective in 2017, will require institutional training grant and institutional career development applications to include a plan to ensure the training programs provide skills necessary to design and conduct rigorous experiments. For individual fellowship applications, this notice will require the researchers to articulate their methods for ensuring rigorous research to ensure reproducibility. In addition to these two federal examples, as mentioned earlier, a great deal has been published recently by scholars calling for greater standards for reproducibility and revealing inabilities to replicate studies in their fields \[8, 9\].

Staffing

Social science librarians have provided data related services for years, but the growth of librarians specifically for research data management services has been significant to say the least. Recent evaluations of data management-related job announcements have highlighted the expectations many universities have in the skills a single librarian must possess to provide data related services \[10, 11\]. Luckily, though, as data management services grow, many university libraries are moving more resources and staff into this burgeoning area and even retooling liaison librarians to add this skill to their toolkits \[12\].

Given the newer focus of reproducibility in libraries, staffing for this role specifically is still relatively limited. New York University Libraries has established one of the few known reproducibility positions, which is also split with research data management \[13\]. Recently, library and information science schools have also added faculty, such as Victoria Stodden at the University of Illinois, and courses in research reproducibility to master’s and Ph.D. programs. Thus, the library domain may expect more librarians intentionally trained in this area in the coming years.

Services

Following a common roadmap of sorts, libraries determined what data management services to offer by first conducting surveys and data management need assessments among their faculty members \[14\]. As services sprang up to address the needs discovered, institutional data repositories and curatorial practices evolved and continue to develop as viable storage and discovery layers for research data created at an institution \[15\]. Other outcomes of this movement have been libraries offering consultations and workshops on data management planning, building databases for faculty projects and actively managing data, among others \[16\].

Turning the federal funding update on rigor and transparency, as well as the local groundswell for improved protocols for reproducibility, into library services is not hard to imagine. Librarians could collaborate locally or with non-profits such as the Center for Open Science or the Center for Scientific Integrity to create documentation on best practices for research transparency in specific domains and offer workshops on tools that help document the research workflow. Indeed, some libraries have partnered with the research office or research computing departments
on campus to bring outside speakers to campus to discuss methods and tools for improving reproducibility [17].

Discussion

Whether libraries can claim that their existing knowledge prepares them to provide reproducibility services has not been fully explored. While it is true that libraries are well positioned as neutral in the academic landscape to provide this support, to understand what makes research fully reproducible requires domain knowledge, perhaps more than a subject specialty provides. But it can also be argued that a significant portion of reproducibility has to do with proper data management and making data resulting from research widely available. Many data management librarians are well acquainted with these practices. Perhaps more than being a new stand-alone service, though, research reproducibility will develop into an extension or additional offering in the suite of services provided by research data, subject liaison or scholarly communication librarians. Undoubtedly, research reproducibility is not a topic or concern that will go away, though library support for faculty in this domain remains to be fully realized. ■
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